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ABSTRACT
Many E-commerce sites now offer product-specific question an-
swering platforms for users to communicate with each other by
posting and answering questions during online shopping. However,
the multiple answers provided by ordinary users usually vary di-
versely in their qualities and thus need to be appropriately ranked
for each question to improve user satisfaction. It can be observed
that product reviews usually provide useful information for a given
question, and thus can assist the ranking process. In this paper, we
investigate the answer ranking problem for product-related ques-
tions, with the relevant reviews treated as auxiliary information
that can be exploited for facilitating the ranking. We propose an
answer ranking model named MUSE which carefully models multi-
ple semantic relations among the question, answers, and relevant
reviews. Specifically, MUSE constructs a multi-semantic relation
graph with the question, each answer, and each review snippet as
nodes. Then a customized graph convolutional neural network is
designed for explicitly modeling the semantic relevance between
the question and answers, the content consistency among answers,
and the textual entailment between answers and reviews. Exten-
sive experiments on real-world E-commerce datasets across three
product categories show that our proposed model achieves superior
performance on the concerned answer ranking task.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Appropriately addressing users’ concerns during online shopping
can greatly improve their shopping experience and stimulate the
purchase decisions. To this end, many E-commerce sites such as
Amazon and eBay now offer product-specific community question
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Table 1: An example question of a headphone product from
Amazon accompanied with its multiple answers. There are
also some relevant review snippets of the question.
Question: Will these work with Android?
Relevant Review Snippets:
- I have a Samsung Galaxy Note 4, I absolutely love these headphones,
totally worth what I paid for them.
- Easy to sync with an iPhone/Android phones.
- Waste of money if using with an android device
- I use mine with an android device and still works great.
- ......
Answers:
A1: The will and despite what some had said, they will sound exactly as
they do on an Apple device.
A2: Yes they will work with any Bluetooth capable device.
A3: They will work but they won’t sound as proficient as it would with
an apple product.
A4: I have Samsung Note 5, the headphones cannot connect via Bluetooth.
A5: Its really not worth the money when using with an android.
answering platforms for users to post their questions and answer
existing questions. Thanks to the convenience of such platforms, a
question can typically get multiple user-provided answers. How-
ever, these answers, similar with other user-generated content, vary
a lot in their qualities [19, 39] and suffer from typical flaws such as
spams or even malicious content from the competitors.
Table 1 presents an example question, as well as its user-provided
answers ranked by the community votes. It can be observed that
even for this relatively objective question, the answers can vary
diversely. Such variation in the answer contents and qualities moti-
vates the task of automatically ranking these answers to improve
user satisfaction. As shown in the example, there usually exists
some relevant product reviews for the concerned question, which
can provide useful information when ranking the answers if they
are effectively utilized. Thus in this paper, we aim to tackle the task
of answer ranking for product-related questions, with the associ-
ated product reviews treated as auxiliary information which can
be exploited for assisting the ranking.
Answer selection methods have been extensively studied for
tackling the answer ranking problem in retrieval-based question
answering (QA) systems [11, 26, 40, 45]. Most of the existing works
focus on measuring the semantic relevance between the question
and a candidate answer, where the negative answers for training are
usually randomly sampled from the whole answer pool [9, 29, 41]
or chosen from irrelevant documents [50]. However, as can be ob-
served from the above example, merely measuring the semantic
relevance between the question and answer texts is no longer suffi-
cient for the concerned answer ranking task in E-commerce settings
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since all of the answers are written specifically for the question
and thus most of them are supposed to be topically relevant to the
question. Moreover, existing general answer selection models lack
the capability of making use of the relevant product reviews during
the ranking process. Recently, Zhang et al. [54] attempt to utilize
reviews for identifying helpful answers in E-commerce. However,
they ignore the relations among answers and reviews, which is
essential for the concerned answer ranking problem. On the other
hand, some product-related question answering (PQA) methods
explore the utilization of product reviews to provide responses for
a given question [5, 7, 13, 53], where some selected reviews can
be served directly as the response [5, 52] or used to generate a
response sentence based on a sequence-to-sequence neural model
[7, 13]. These PQA methods assume the lack of user-written an-
swers and thus turn to product reviews for help when addressing
the given question. Such assumption neglects the large number of
available answers provided by former buyers [3, 51], which can
better answer the given question than the responses produced from
the reviews.
In E-commerce settings, a key issue for the concerned rank-
ing task is what makes an answer be a good one and how we
can characterize such good answers via exploiting the associated
reviews. Specifically, appropriately ranking the user-provided an-
swers requires to model the complex semantic relations among
these existing information sources, i.e., the question, answers, and
product reviews. We argue that three kinds of semantic relations at-
tach great importance: (i) Firstly, similar to general answer ranking
problem [31], the semantic relevance of the answer content to the
question is still essential for determining the ranking. At the same
time, it is also necessary to consider the relevance between the
question and reviews, which can alleviate the noise from irrelevant
review information. (ii) Secondly, the textual similarity between
each pair of answers indicates their content consistency, which can
be regarded as a notion of peer reviews among the entire answer
set for verifying the reliability of each answer [43]. Returning to
the above example, since more answers agree that "the headphone
is compatible with Android devices", the answer with the opposite
opinion, such as A4, is thus less reliable than others. Similarly, mea-
suring the similarity between reviews also helps cross verify the
content consistency among them and hence captures the crowd’s
common opinions reflected in the review set for the given question.
(iii) Thirdly, one may notice that such common opinions from the
reviews often reveal authentic and general judgement from the
whole community. Thus, the relationship between an answer and
reviews can be modeled by the textual entailment relation [2, 6],
which examines whether the opinion holding by an answer is co-
herent with common opinions reflected in the reviews. As shown in
Table 1, the review snippets reveal that "the concerned headphone
can work with Android", indicating that the first three answers,
i.e., A1, A2 and A3, are more consistent with the opinions from
the whole community, which leads to a higher rank. In summary,
how to model and utilize the aforementioned multiple semantic
relations among the question, answers, and relevant reviews for
ranking the answers poses a main challenge.
In this paper, we propose an answer ranking model named
MUSE for product-related questions, which comprehensively mod-
elsmultiple semantic relations among the question, answers, and
relevant reviews. Concretely, we first conduct a word-to-word at-
tention mechanism from the question to each individual answer
during the answer encoding phase. Then the important informa-
tion in the answer text and the relevance information with the
question can be highlighted to obtain the textual features for each
answer. Next, we construct a multi-semantic relation graph with
the question, each answer and each review snippet as nodes. Then
a customized graph convolutional neural network is designed for
explicitly modeling the interrelationship between the nodes under
multiple semantic relations. Precisely, for a specific answer, the
textual features obtained in the earlier step are further refined by
considering the semantic relevance with the question, the textual
similarity with other answers and the textual entailment relation
with relevant reviews. By modeling the relations between a given
answer with other answers and relevant reviews, the coherence
information between the concerned answer with the common opin-
ion is accumulated to assist the ranking. Finally, we adopt a joint
loss function, combining both pointwise and listwise learning ap-
proaches, to consider a specific answer both locally and globally
in the entire answer set. To summarize, the contributions of this
paper are as follows:
• We investigate the problem of ranking user-provided answers in
E-commerce and propose a framework to jointly model multiple
semantic relations including the semantic relevance between the
question and answers, the textual similarity among answers, and
the textual entailment between answers and reviews.
• We model both textual and interaction features of each answer
to facilitate the ranking task. Importantly, a novel graph convo-
lutional operation is designed to integrate the coherence infor-
mation under different semantic relations.
• Experimental results on real-world E-commerce data across three
product domains show that our proposed MUSE model achieves
superior performance on the concerned task.
2 RELATEDWORK
Answer Ranking. Answer selection has been extensively studied
for solving the answer ranking problem in retrieval-based ques-
tion answering systems as exemplified in the community question
answering (CQA) [26] and factoid question answering [45]. The
research on answer ranking has evolved from early information
retrieval (IR) research, which primarily focused on feature engineer-
ing with syntactic or lexical approaches [34, 45]. In recent years,
deep learning based answer selection methods make several break-
throughs and become themainstream approach to tackle the answer
ranking task. Most of the existing neural models adopt Siamese ar-
chitecture [30, 35], attentive architecture [40] or compare-aggregate
architecture [46, 47, 49] for modeling the semantic relevance be-
tween the question and answer without heavy feature engineering.
Additionally, some latest studies also learn to rank question-answer
pairs from different perspectives such as utilizing external knowl-
edge [10], extracting length-adaptive features [37], modeling user
expertise [24], and measuring answer novelties [17, 28].
There are also some works focusing on measuring the quality of
answers or similar text content, then the predicted qualities can be
used to rank them. Shah and Pomerantz [36] evaluate and predict
answer qualities in the CQA platforms. Halder et al. [15] propose a
neural model to predict the quality of a response post to the original
post, with the awareness of several previous posts in the discussion
forum. In the E-commerce scenario, some studies [4, 12] utilize
product information such as product titles to predict the quality of
a customer review. Recently, Zhang et al. [54] utilize user reviews
for identifying helpful answers in the product question answering
forums while they neglect the interrelationships among answers. In
this work, we focus on the answer ranking problem in E-Commerce
settings, where we wish to rank multiple user-provided answers
for a product-related question with the help of relevant reviews.
Product-related Question Answering. Recent years have wit-
nessed several successful applications in product-related question
answering (PQA) problem. Most of the existing studies exploit cus-
tomer reviews as major [5, 52, 53] or auxiliary resources [7, 13,
25, 44] for providing responses to the given question. McAuley
and Yang [25] divide the question type into yes/no questions and
open-ended questions and then tackle the yes/no type question as a
classification task, aiming to predict the answer as "yes", "no" or "un-
sure" with the help of reviews. Following this direction, Yu and Lam
[53] further consider the latent aspect information to improve the
answer prediction performance. Some other works [5, 52] adopt the
retrieval-based methods to retrieve certain review snippets serving
as the response. For example, Chen et al. [5] propose a multi-task
learning framework to identify reviews for a given question. Re-
cently, some studies utilize the reviews to generate a sentence as the
response based on the sequence-to-sequence architecture [7, 13].
Although most of these models utilize the review information, it is
often assumed that the user-written answers are unavailable, which
is different from our concerned task to directly rank these answers
for the given question.
Graph Neural Networks. Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) [21]
have been widely adopted to model graph structure data. Some
latest studies exploit GNN in the IR-related tasks, which constructs
text-based graphs to model the structural relation beyond the con-
text itself. Li et al. [22] propose a large-scale anti-spam method
based on GCN for detecting the spam advertisements. Sun et al.
[38] propose a GCN encoder for keyphrase extraction that can
effectively capture document-level word salience. Chen et al. [8]
develop heterogeneous graph attention networks (HGAT) for user
profiling. In this work, we explore the utilization of relational GNN
[33] to model the interactions between information from different
sources under different semantic relations in E-commerce settings.
3 MODEL
In typical E-commerce settings, given a product-related question q
of a particular product, its answer set A = {a1,a2, . . . } contains
|A| human-written answers. We can also obtain |C| relevant review
snippets C = {c1, c2, . . . } to the questionq. Our goal is to rank those
answers in the answer set A with the review snippets C treated as
auxiliary information that can be exploited to assist the ranking.
3.1 Model Overview
In this section, we introduce our proposed answer ranking model,
MUSE, with modeling of multiple semantic relations among the
question, answers, and relevant reviews. As shown in Figure 1,
MUSE consists of three main components: textual feature modeling,
multiple semantic relations modeling, and answer ranking.
We first employ a word-level attention to attend important and
relevant information in the answers from the question during the
textual feature modeling. Then a multi-semantic relation graph
is constructed to model the multiple semantic relations among
those texts from diverse information sources. Correspondingly, a
customized graph convolutional network is developed to obtain
the interaction-based features for each answer by aggregating the
semantic relevance information between the question and answers,
the textual similarity information among different answers, and
the textual entailment information between the answer with each
review snippet. Finally, after obtaining the textual features and inter-
action features, we design a joint loss function combining pointwise
and listwise learning approaches to rank multiple answers.
3.2 Textual Feature Modeling
3.2.1 Context Modeling. Given a text sequence, which can be
either the question sentence q, an answer sentence ai , or a re-
view snippet ci , we first map each word in the sequence to a
de -dimensional dense vector which can be initialized with pre-
trained word vectors. We denote the embeddings for the wordwi
as ei ∈ Rde . To model the context interactions among words in
the sequence, a bi-directional LSTM encoder is then employed to
transform each word into a context-aware vector representation:
vi = Bi-LSTM(ei ,vi−1), (1)
wherevi is the hidden state of the Bi-LSTM encoder at the i-th time
step. We thus denote the representation of the question, the i-th
answer ai and the i-th review snippet ci after such context-aware
encoding as Vq , Vai and Vci respectively:
V∗ = [v∗1 ,v∗2 , ...,v∗|∗ |]; ∗ ∈ {q,ai , ci }, (2)
Vq ∈ R |q |×dh ,Vai ∈ R |ai |×dh ,Vci ∈ R |ci |×dh , (3)
where |q |, |ai | and |ci | denote the sequence lengths of the corre-
sponding text sequences, dh is the dimension of the hidden state
of the Bi-LSTM encoder. To avoid notational clutter, we will omit
the index of the answer and review snippet in this section since the
same operations are conducted for each answer and review respec-
tively. For example, we will use Va to represent the context-aware
representation for one particular answer instead of Vai .
3.2.2 Question-attendedAnswer Encoding. To explicitly high-
light the core semantic units in the answer sentence and their rel-
evance with the question, we employ a word-to-word attention
mechanism to attend the important information in the question to
each word of the answer. Specifically, for the i-th word in Va , we
consider its similarity with every single word in the question:
αi = tanh(Vq · vai + ba ) ∈ R |q | , (4)
α ′i, j =
exp(αi, j )∑
k exp(αi,k )
, (5)
oai =
∑ |q |
j=1 α
′
i, j · vqj ∈ Rdh , (6)
where αi denotes the similarity scores of the i-th word in the answer
with every word in the question, α ′i, j is the normalized importance
weight between the i-th word in the answer and the j-th word in the
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Figure 1: The architecture of theMUSEmodel composed of threemain components, namely textual featuremodeling,multiple
semantic relations modeling, and answer ranking. Three types of semantic relations are specifically considered, including the
semantic relevance (rel) between the question with answers and with reviews, the textual similarity (sim) among answers and
among reviews, the textual entailment (ent) between answers and reviews.
question. Then for each word in the answer, we obtain a question-
attended representation oai as a weighted sum of the embeddings
of question words. Next we concatenate the context-aware answer
representationvai and the question-attended answer representation
oai for the i-th word to obtain an enriched answer representation:
vˆai = tanh(Wa · [vai ;oai ] + baa ), (7)
whereWa and baa are trainable parameters, [;] denotes the con-
catenation operation. A max-pooling operation is then employed to
obtain the encoded vector representations xa and xq for the answer
a and the question q respectively:
xa = Max-Pool([vˆa1 , vˆa2 , . . . , ˆva|a |]) ∈ Rdh , (8)
xq = Max-Pool([vq1 ,v
q
2 , . . . ,v
q
|q |]) ∈ Rdh . (9)
We denote the textual features obtained from the above operations
for the i-th answer as xai .
3.2.3 Clip-Rescale Attention for Review Encoding. For the
relevant reviews, we also obtain encoded review representations
as auxiliary information for assisting the ranking of answers. Al-
though the review snippets in C are typically obtained with an
initial retrieval process, there is still much noise contained in them,
since these product reviews are originally written without explicitly
responding to any question. To prevent the irrelevant information
distracting the encoding, we employ a more aggresive clip-and-
rescale attention mechanism inspired by [1] to obtain the question-
attentive representation for each review snippet:
β = softmax(VcWcxTq + bc ) ∈ R |c | , (10)
β ′ = Rescale(β ⊙m) ∈ R |c | , (11)
whereWc and bc are trainable parameters, Vc denotes the context-
aware representation for a review snippet c , β contains the original
attention weights for each word in the review,m = {0, 1} ∈ R |c |
denotes a mask vector for β where only the index whose corre-
sponding weight score are among the top k in β will be 1, and 0 oth-
erwise, ⊙ denotes the element-wise vector multiplication. Rescale()
refers to the vector rescale operation: Rescale(v) = v/∑i |vi |. Hence
β ′j ∈ R refers to the importance score of the j-th word in the review
snippet and is forced to be 0 for those unimportant words. Then
we compute the review representation as the weighted sum of its
context-aware representation:
xc =
∑ |c |
i=1 β
′
iv
c
i . (12)
The same operations introduced above are conducted for every
review snippet. We thus denote the vector representation after such
textual feature modeling for the i-th review as xci . Following similar
notation convention, we denote the question representation as xq .
3.3 Multiple Semantic Relations Modeling
3.3.1 Multiple Semantic Relations. Effectively ranking the an-
swers requires to exploit the rich semantic relations among the
question, answers, and reviews. To this end, we identify three types
of semantic relations among these diverse information sources
which are useful for ranking the user-provided answers:
(1) Semantic Relevance between the question and answer text is
typically exploited in the general answer ranking task [31]. After
bringing in review information, measuring the semantic relevance
between the question and review snippets is also useful for allevi-
ating the noise from irrelevant review information.
(2) Textual Similarity between each pair of answers can effec-
tively measure their content consistency [43] and hence help iden-
tify the core opinions in the entire answer set for the given question.
Similarly, considering such relation among review snippets in the
review set can reveal the common opinions reflected in the reviews.
(3) Textual Entailment relation between an answer and a review
snippet indicates whether the answer is supported by that specific
review, which is inspired by some attempts of utilizing textual
entailment relation for general question answering problem [16, 42].
Concretely, we treat the review as external evidence to examine the
opinion coherence of a given answer with the common opinions of
the community.
To model these different semantic relations, especially captur-
ing the coherence information of an answer with other answers
and user reviews, it requires to aggregate the complex interactions
among the existing information sources. Importantly, we can ob-
serve that these relations are closely connected and supposed to
be modeled concurrently when ranking the answers. For example,
each answer needs to be considered with different purposes when
measuring its relation with the question, other answers, and review
snippets. The coherence information from one relation can also af-
fect its interaction with another information sources under different
relations. Therefore, we propose a multi-semantic relation graph
and utilize the graph convolutional networks (GNN) [21], which
is shown to excel at aggregating the structural information from
the neighborhoods, to capture the coherence information under
different semantic relations.
3.3.2 Graph Construction. Formally, we denote an undirected
graph with multiple semantic relations as G = (N , E,R), with
nodes ni ∈ N , labeled edges (i.e., semantic relations) between
node ni and nj as (ni , r ,nj ) ∈ E, where r ∈ R is the relation type
between two nodes. Then to construct the graph, we treat the ques-
tionq, each answer sentenceai ∈ A and each review snippet ci ∈ C
as a node in G. The total number of nodes is thus 1 + |A| + |C|.
We initialize each node with their corresponding textual features
x∗ obtained from the textual feature modeling, which are encoded
with their core semantic information.
To represent the multiple semantic relations, we make use of
different adjacency matrices for the graph G. Specifically, the re-
lation type between two nodes r ∈ R = {rel, sim, ent}, which
represents the semantic relevance, textual similarity, and textual
entailment relations respectively. Three adjacency matrices can
thus be constructed for G:
Areli, j =
{
1 if ni = q,nj ∈ {A,C}
0 otherwise
(13)
Asimi, j =
{
1 if ni ,nj ∈ A or ni ,nj ∈ C
0 otherwise
(14)
Aenti, j =
{
1 if ni ∈ A,nj ∈ C
0 otherwise
(15)
3.3.3 Coherence Information Aggregation. Motivated by the
Relational GCN [33], which shows good performance when con-
sidering the multiple relations between entities in a knowledge
graph for the link prediction task, we develop a novel architecture
for modeling the multiple semantic relations among the question,
answers, and reviews for the concerned task. For a node ni , the
opinion coherence information is aggregated from its neighboring
nodes:
h
(l+1)
i = ReLU
©­«
∑
r ∈R
∑
j ∈Nri
Λri, jW
(l )
r h
(l )
j +W
(l )
s h
(l )
i
ª®¬ , (16)
where h(l )i is the hidden state of the node ni at the l-th layer of the
network, Nri denotes the neighboring indices of the node ni under
the relation r ,W (l )r andW
(l )
s are trainable parameters representing
the transformation from neighboring nodes and from the node ni
itself. Λri, j is a normalization constant such as Λ
r
i, j = 1/|Nri | in
[33]. To avoid the scale changing of the feature representation as
commonly observed to be harmful for the performance, we apply a
symmetric normalization transformation:
Λr = D
−1/2
r A
rD
−1/2
r , r ∈ {rel, sim, ent}, (17)
where Ar is the adjacency matrix under the relation r ∈ R, Dr is
the corresponding degree matrix of Ar .
Unlike the basic GCNs using one convolutional filter matrix to
model the feature transformation, the aggregation operation in
Equation (16) employs different weight matricesW (l )r for differ-
ent semantic relations in each layer, which can capture the coher-
ence information explicitly under different relations. Besides, a
self-connection weight matrixW (l )s is utilized to control how much
information in the node ni itself at each update should be kept.
At each step, the representations of the answer nodes are en-
riched by their neighbourhoods. Specifically, the first layer takes
the textual feature vectors obtained from Section 3.2 as the input
for each node, i.e. for the question node: h(0) = xq , for the node
of the i-th answer: h(0) = xai and for the node of the i-th review
snippet: h(0) = xci . Then the transformation in Equation (16) can be
stacked up to L layers to include the dependencies across multiple
relational steps. We take the output of each answer node at the
last layer as their interaction features and denote hLi as the feature
representation for the i-th answer.
3.4 Answer Ranking
For each answer ai , after obtaining the textual feature xai and the
interaction features hLi , they are then concatenated and fed to a
MLP with one hidden layer to get the final prediction scores:
Si = MLP([xai ;hLi ]) ∈ R2, (18)
where Si is the prediction vector for the i-th answer. We denote
the concatenation of the prediction vectors of the entire answer set
as S ∈ R |A |×2. Finally, we employ a joint loss function, combining
the pointwise and listwise learning approaches, to conduct training
for learning to rank the answers.
3.4.1 Pointwise Loss Function. One of themost commonly used
training strategies for answer ranking problem is the pointwise
learning approach. Specifically, for each answer ai , a softmax func-
tion is applied to its prediction vector Si to obtain the predicted
distribution Sˆi = Softmax(Si ) ∈ R2. Then each answer is considered
separately and the cross-entropy loss is computed:
Lp = 1|A|
∑ |A |
i=1 (−Yi loд Sˆi ), (19)
where Yi ∈ R2 denotes the one-hot encoding of the label for the
i-th answer. Then the total loss Lp for each question is the average
of the cross-entropy loss of all its answers.
3.4.2 Listwise Loss Function. Another choice of learning ap-
proach is the listwise method considering all candidate answers to
the given question at the same time. Given the prediction matrix S ,
we first normalize the prediction scores among all answers:
yˆ =
[S1,1, S2,1, ..., S |A |,1]
∥[S1,1, S2,1, ..., S |A |,1]∥p
∈ Rna , (20)
where Si,1 is the unnormalized prediction score of answer ai being
a positive answer, p is set to 1 in the experiments to compute
the vector norm. Similarly, we also normalize the whole label list
y ∈ R |A | of all answers with y′ = y/∥y∥p where yi = {0, 1} is the
raw label for the i-th answer. Then we can compute the listwise
loss for a given question with Kullback-Leibler divergence:
Ll =
1
|A|KL_Div(yˆ | |y
′) = 1|A|
∑ |A |
i=1 yˆi loд(
yˆi
y′i
). (21)
3.4.3 Joint Loss Function. The pointwise and listwise learning
approaches consider a specific answer locally and globally in the
entire answer set respectively. In the pointwise learning approach,
we focus on each individual answer locally, and the goal is to accu-
rately predict their corresponding labels. In the listwise method, we
examine the entire answer list globally, attempting to differentiate
the good and bad answers, and making the former rank higher.
In order to combine the strengths of both of them, we propose to
employ a joint loss function in this work.
Specially, we combine these two types of loss functions to a joint
loss L to train our proposed MUSE model. The above introduced
two loss functions in Equation (19) and Equation (21) are for one
single question (i.e. one data instance) in the dataset. Then for the
whole dataset with in total |Q| questions, the joint loss function is:
L = 1|Q|
∑ |Q |
i=1(Lpi + λLli ) + η ∥Θ∥2, (22)
where Lpi and Lli are the pointwise and listwise loss functions for
the i-th question respectively. λ is a hyper-parameter for balancing
between these two loss functions, η is the L2 regularizer weight, Θ
is the set of all trainable parameters in the model.
4 EXPERIMENT SETUP
4.1 Datasets
We evaluate our proposed model on Amazon QA dataset [44], and
utilize three product categories with the largest number of question-
answer pairs for evaluation, including Electronics, Home and Kitchen,
Sports and Outdoors. The dataset contains questions accompanied
with their multiple user-written answers. The product ID of each
question is then utilized to align with the Amazon review dataset
[18, 27] for obtaining the corresponding reviews for the question.
Since an entire raw review can be lengthy and talks about multiple
aspects of the concerned product, each review text is chunked into
snippets at the sentence level. Then for each question, we adopt
Table 2: Statistics of data splits of three product categories.
Category # Product # Q # A # Pos A
Electronics Train+Val 11,172 15,547 80,115 28,919Test 1,657 1,727 8,823 3,184
Home Train+Val 8,590 12,731 66,956 24,838Test 1,349 1,414 7,461 2,801
Sports Train+Val 4,949 6,952 35,858 13,230Test 746 772 4,065 1,511
BM25 to rank all the review snippets and collect the top 5 relevant
snippets for each question in our experiments.
Similar to previous works [15, 54], we treat the user votes from
the community as a proxy of the gold label for the quality of an
answer. Thus, the answer whose number of positive votes is greater
than the number of negative votes is treated as a high-quality
(positive) answer, otherwise it is treated as a negative one. We split
10% of the dataset for each product category for testing and the rest
is used for training and validation. The statistics are summarized
in Table 2, including the number of products (# Product), questions
(# Q), answers (# A), and positive answers (# Pos A).
4.2 Baselines and Evaluation Metrics
We compare our proposed MUSE model with some traditional and
state-of-the-art methods. To conduct a more comprehensive com-
parison, we slightly modify some models to take the advantage of
utilizing relevant reviews as one of their inputs.
• BM25 [32]: It is a widely-used retrieval model for ranking
candidate answers given a question.
• CNN [35]: It employs a CNN-based Siamese network to
encode QA pairs for ranking the answers.
• Attentive-BiLSTM [40]: It utilizes a bidirectional LSTM as
well as an attention mechanism to measure the relevance
between the question and answer text.
• aNMM [48]: It is an attention basedNeuralMatchingModel,
which employs a value-shared weights scheme and a gated
attention network to improve the ranking performance.
• BiMPM [47]:BilateralMulti-PerspectiveMatching is one of
the state-of-the-art models in many retrieval based QA tasks.
It matches QA sentence pair from multiple perspectives.
• HCAN [31]: Hybrid Co-Attention Network is one recent
model for modeling short text relations. It combines the
semantic matching and relevance matching components to
complement each other for better performance.
• PRHNet [12]: It is one of the state-of-the-art models for
predicting the quality of product reviews. We concatenate
the QA pair and treat it as a single review and utilize relevant
reviews as the "product information" in the original model.
• PHP [15]: Post Helpfulness Prediction is one recent model
for predicting the quality of a replying post to an initial post
in the online discussion forum. We treat the question and
answer as the original and replying post respectively, and
treat reviews as the previous posts used in the model.
For our proposedMUSEmodel, we use different suffixes to denote
the variants of it trained with different learning approaches, where
Table 3: Answer ranking results of MUSE and baseline models. † denotes that MUSE-Joint-Loss model achieves better perfor-
mance than the strong baseline PHP with statistical significance test for p < 0.05.
Electronics Home & Kitchen Sports & Outdoors
MAP MRR P@1 P@3 MAP MRR P@1 P@3 MAP MRR P@1 P@3
BM25 [32] 0.571 0.576 0.380 0.383 0.585 0.592 0.406 0.397 0.586 0.589 0.384 0.398
CNN [35] 0.633 0.668 0.460 0.411 0.638 0.675 0.474 0.407 0.628 0.664 0.452 0.407
aNMM [48] 0.619 0.651 0.445 0.386 0.633 0.670 0.465 0.413 0.624 0.659 0.448 0.403
Att-BiLSTM [40] 0.642 0.671 0.464 0.408 0.639 0.673 0.471 0.416 0.633 0.665 0.464 0.408
BiMPM [47] 0.647 0.678 0.480 0.405 0.656 0.688 0.491 0.425 0.636 0.680 0.482 0.409
HCAN [31] 0.643 0.676 0.472 0.412 0.659 0.686 0.492 0.429 0.632 0.666 0.459 0.404
PRHNet [12] 0.646 0.677 0.478 0.406 0.649 0.683 0.483 0.421 0.634 0.669 0.469 0.405
PHP [15] 0.652 0.679 0.475 0.414 0.648 0.681 0.484 0.421 0.638 0.667 0.463 0.409
MUSE-Pointwise 0.663 0.693 0.504 0.425 0.679 0.710 0.521 0.450 0.649 0.684 0.482 0.431
MUSE-Listwise 0.678 0.715 0.539 0.417 0.675 0.712 0.527 0.443 0.657 0.688 0.491 0.435
MUSE-Joint-Loss 0.695† 0.711† 0.511† 0.450† 0.693† 0.714† 0.518† 0.466† 0.661† 0.694† 0.498† 0.437†
"-Pointwise", "-Listwise" and "-Joint-Loss" refer to training with the
pointwise, listwise, and joint loss function, respectively.
For evaluation metrics, Mean Average Precision (MAP), Mean
Reciprocal Rank (MRR), as well as Precision@N (P@N) are adopted
to measure the model performance on ranking user answers. We
take N = 1 and N = 3 in the experiments for P@N metric, which
correspond to two common use cases in E-commerce: P@1 mea-
sures the performance when only a single answer is paired with
each question in the product main page1 and P@3 measures how
well the top three answers for each question in the detailed question
page containing all user-provided answers2.
4.3 Experiment Configurations
For the network configurations, we tuned hyper-parameters with
the validation set. Specifically, the hidden dimension of the Bi-LSTM
context encoder is set to 100, the hidden size of the weight matrix
Wa in Equation (7) is 200, k is set to 8 for alleviating the noise
in reviews. In the semantic relation modeling, we stack two GCN
layers to obtain the interaction features for the answers, i.e. L = 2,
where the hidden dimension of each layer is set to 150 and 100
respectively. The hyper-parameter λ used to balance between two
loss functions in Equation (22) is set to 2 and η is set to 0.001.
For the training process, we initialize the word embedding layers
of all neural models with the pre-trained 300D GloVE word em-
beddings3. We adopt the Adam optimizer [20] to train all learnable
parameters and the batch size is set to 50. All the network weights
W∗ are initialized randomly from Xavier uniform distribution [14].
5 RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
5.1 Answer Ranking Performance
The answer ranking results among three product categories in
terms of MAP, MRR, P@1, and P@3 scores are summarized in Table
3. It shows that MUSE outperforms all baseline models on each
dataset. Also, we conduct a statistical significance test comparing
1e.g., https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07DLPWYB7?th=1#Ask
2e.g., https://www.amazon.com/ask/questions/Tx12DHUXVP6P535/ref=ask_ql_ql_al_
hza
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/data/glove.6B.zip
MUSE with PHP. The results indicates that MUSE achieves better
performance than PHP with statistical significance test at p < 0.05.
There are several notable observations from the results: (1) Com-
pared to the basic BM25 model, we can see that deep learning
models generally provide strong baselines for the concerned rank-
ing task. In particular, BiMPM and HCAN models outperform other
answer selection models by taking into account deeper and boarder
semantic relevance information. (2) Models with consideration of
relevant review information, e.g. PHP model and our proposed
MUSE model, can generally achieve better performance. Such re-
sults demonstrate that merely considering the semantic relevance
between the question and answer text is not sufficient for rank-
ing the user-provided answers in E-commerce settings. (3) Our
proposed MUSE model consistently and substantially outperforms
all the baselines across three categories. This result shows that
carefully modeling the rich semantic relations among the avail-
able information sources, i.e. the question, multiple answers, and
relevant reviews, is necessary for effectively ranking the answers.
Importantly, MUSE utilizes the multi-semantic relation graph to
model the coherence information between each specific answer
with the common opinions reflected in the entire answer set and
reviews, which leads to its superior performance when ranking
user answers in E-commerce scenario.
Comparing the performance between different variants of MUSE
model, it can be observed that training with the joint loss function
(i.e. MUSE-Joint-Loss) generally achieves better performance than
learning with the pointwise approach (i.e. MUSE-Pointwise) or the
listwise approach (i.e. MUSE-Listwise). MUSE-Joint-Loss model
combines the advantages of two learning approaches and considers
an answer both from the perspective of its own label and from the
perspective of the labels of the entire answer list, thus it achieves
better results among the majority of cases. Notably, MUSE-Listwise
largely outperforms existing models regarding the MRR and P@1
scores. For example, it obtains about 6% absolute improvement
of P@1 score on the Electronics category compared with the best
performance given by the baseline model. The reason is that by
normalizing the prediction list of all answers and minimizing its
difference with the label list, we push the positive answers to have
(a) P@1 scores for three datasets (b) P@3 scores for three datasets
Figure 2: Effect of different semantic relations in terms of P@1 and P@3 scores among three product categories
Table 4: Ablation study on the Electronics category
Model Variants MAP MRR P@1 P@3
MUSE-Joint-Loss 0.695 0.711 0.511 0.450
- w/o textual feature 0.649 0.681 0.478 0.409
- w/o interactive feature 0.646 0.673 0.468 0.411
- w/o Q-to-A attention 0.656 0.688 0.490 0.414
- w/o Q-to-C attention 0.663 0.692 0.497 0.419
relatively higher scores. Thus the model can find one positive an-
swer more easily and rank it as the top answer, which leads to
better MRR and P@1 metrics.
5.2 Ablation Study
5.2.1 Impact of Main Components of MUSE. We perform ab-
lation studies by leaving out some important components in the
proposed MUSE model to investigate their effectiveness. The re-
sults on the largest Electronics dataset are presented in Table 4. We
first create two variant models by discarding the textual feature
xi (denoted as w/o textual feature) and the interaction feature hi
(denoted as w/o interaction feature) for a specific answer when ob-
taining the prediction score Si in Equation (18) respectively. From
the results, we can find that both of them play an important role in
contributing useful answer representations for the ranking. Specifi-
cally, the model without interaction feature suffers a slightly larger
performance decrease, which is likely due to the fact that the textual
features xi is used as the initialization to compute hi in the multi-
ple semantic relation modeling so that some textual information
encoded in xi can be preserved in the ranking process.
In addition, to testify the usefulness of the question attention
operation during the textual feature modeling of the answers and
reviews, we create two variant models by directly conducting a
max-pooling operation onVa andVc in Equation (2) to get xa and xc
respectively, instead of employing attention mechanism (denoted
as "w/o Q-to-A attention" and "w/o Q-to-C attention" in Table 4
respectively). It can be observed that both lead to a performance
decrease, indicating that utilizing the question to attend the im-
portant information during the encoding phase of the answer and
review sentences is useful for capturing relevant and important
information for the subsequent learning process.
Especially, we can notice that leaving out the question attention
of the answers results in a larger performance decrease. This result
shows that the core semantic information in answers is still essential
for modeling the textual representations for answer ranking.
5.2.2 Impact of Different Semantic Relations. To better rank
the multiple answers for a given question, we model the multiple se-
mantic relations among the question, answers, and relevant reviews
in this paper. Thus, we examine the effect of each semantic relation
during the graph construction phase in this section by removing
one relation at each time. We present P@1 and P@3 scores among
three product categories in Figure 3, where "w/o relevance", "w/o
similarity" and "w/o entailment" denote the MUSE-Joint-Loss model
without the semantic relevance, textual similarity, and textual en-
tailment relation when constructing the multi-semantic graph in
Section 3.3.2 respectively. Also "all relation" refers to the perfor-
mance of the model with all three relations. We can see that each of
the semantic relations contributes to the final ranking performance
and discarding any of them leads to performance degradation. This
result illustrates the importance of explicitly modeling the complex
relations among the multiple information sources in E-commerce
scenario. In addition, it can be noticed that the entailment relation
attaches more importance than the other two relations, which vali-
dates the necessity to utilize relevant reviews as external sources for
modeling the opinion coherence between a concerned answer with
the common opinion. Moreover, discarding the semantic relevance
relation leads to the least performance decrease since the reviews
obtained by an initial retrieval process are somehow already related
to the question.
5.3 Analysis of MUSE model
5.3.1 Number of Reviews. The relevant reviews are utilized as
important external information in our concerned task. The pro-
posed MUSE model aggregates common opinions with the review-
review similarity relation and models the opinion coherence of an
answer with the review-answer entailment relation. In this section,
we vary the number of review snippets used in the model, i.e. the
value of |C|, to investigate its effect on the model performance. The
MAP and MRR scores with different number of reviews used in the
model on three datasets are presented in Figure 3a.
We can see that, as expected, the performance of the model
is getting better when more review information is utilized at the
beginning. However, both MAP and MRR scores become generally
unchanged (e.g. on the Electronics andHome dataset) or even slightly
decrease (e.g. on the Sports dataset) when we further increase the
number of reviews. On one hand, more reviews can provide more
(a) (b)
Figure 3: Analysis of MUSE model. Figure (a) shows the performance with respect to the number of reviews utilized by MUSE
on three datasets. Figure (b) presents the MAP score on the test set at each epoch of MUSE with different learning approaches.
comprehensive common opinions from the community to help rank
the candidate answers, leading to the performance improvement at
the beginning. On the other hand, increasing the number of reviews
used in the model also introduces more parameters and leads to the
overfitting issue for those smaller datasets such as Sports.
5.3.2 Different Learning Approaches. We compute the MAP
scores at each epoch on the test set of the proposed MUSE model
trained with different loss functions. The results on the largest
Electronics dataset are shown in Figure 3b. It can be observed that
MUSE trained with listwise loss function converges in fewer epochs
than the other two approaches and is less affected by the overfitting
issue, which is consistent with some observations from previous
studies [1, 23]. On the contrary, the model trained with pointwise
learning approach is more likely to overfit after a few epochs. Such
a phenomenon is likely due to the imbalance proportion between
the high quality and low quality answers. Thus the model which is
trained to only recognize the label of each answer individually will
tend to predict an answer as a negative one so as to minimize the
overall cross-entropy loss. For the model trained with the joint loss
function, it is robust to the overfitting problem but converges at a
relatively slow pace compared with the listwise learning approach.
5.4 Case Study
To gain some insights into the proposed MUSE model, we present a
sample case in Table 5, which includes a question of an egg cooker
product, its multiple user-provided answers, as well as the relevant
review snippets. The answers a1, ..a4 are ranked by their original
community votes. We also present the ranks given by MUSE and
two strong baseline models, namely HCAN and PHP for each an-
swer, where "Rx" denotes that the answer is ranked at the x-th
position by the corresponding model. From the results, we can
see that HCAN performs poorly on this case since it only consid-
ers the semantic relevance between the answer with the question
text, while all the associated answers are quite topically relevant
to the given question. Besides, the PHP model, which incorporates
review information into the modeling, also fails to ranks all an-
swers correctly, indicating that the semantic relations need to be
appropriately exploited. The proposed MUSE model utilizes the
answer-answer similarity and review-review similarity relations to
capture the common opinion that "the concerned egg cooker cannot
turn off automatically". The answer-review entailment relation can
Table 5: A sample case of multiple answers ranked by their
original community votes, as well as their predicted ranks
by MUSE and two baseline models.
Question: Is it automatic shut off?
Relevant Review Snippets C:
c1: A buzzer sounds to let you know the eggs are done
c2: When the alarm sounds you need to turn it off and open it...
c3: I would have liked the cooker to turn off automatically but instead a
bell rings until you turn if off.
c4: Also, by the time the timer goes off, the hot pan has a burning smell.
c5: and it turns off itself after the bell rings.
Answers HCAN PHP MUSE
a1: No, it beeps until you turn it off. R3 R1 R1
a2: No it’s not but it beeps very loud. R4 R4 R2
a3: Yes, and it works very well.......we just
had poached eggs yesterday. recommend this
product :)
R1 R3 R3
a4: Yes there’s an automatic shut-off when
the cooking cycle is finished. R2 R2 R4
then help examine the opinion coherence between each specific
answer with the common opinion and hence help the ranking pro-
cess. Therefore, it successfully ranks all answers in this case. This
real-world example indicates the importance of taking review infor-
mation into consideration. More importantly, carefully modeling
the complex semantic relations between the question, answers, and
reviews is essential for tackling this task in E-commerce settings.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We investigate the answer ranking problem for product-related
questions in this paper. To tackle the ranking task in E-commerce
settings, we propose a framework named MUSE to jointly model
the multiple semantic relations among the question, answers, and
relevant reviews. MUSE employs a novel graph convolutional op-
eration customized to integrate the coherence information under
different semantic relations to facilitate the ranking task. Extensive
experiments on real-world E-commerce datasets show that our pro-
posed model achieves superior performance compared with some
strong baseline models.
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